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Advantages of Seneca Fabric Doors
Easy to Assemble
Seneca’s fabric doors consists of an easy-to-assemble 14ga. 
galvanized track system, galvanized cross pipes, pre-sewn fabric 
and a simple hand crank and cable pulley system.

Mounts Inside or Outside
Regardless of where you intend to use them, Seneca’s fabric doors 
are the perfect fi t, mounting both on the inside or outside of your 
frame, whether indoors or out.

Heavy Duty Fabric Pockets
Our cross support pipe pockets are welded and sewn for added durability and years of problem-free use.

Great for both Wood and Steel Structures
Seneca Fabric Curtains mount on most any permanent structure, including 
wood and Steel barns and warehouses.

Free Floating Cable System
Seneca’s unique Free-Floating cable system allows cross pipes to move 
independently and won’t bind up if they go up or down slightly unevenly. 

Easy Cross Pipe Replacement
Ever backed into your fabric door system with a skid steer? If so, you know fi rst-hand how diffi cult and 
frustrating it can be to replace a single bent cross pipe with our competitors’ fabric curtains.

Seneca Fabric Curtain Systems utilize cross pipe Inserts in the ends of 
every steel cross pipe so replacing one pipe is as easy as:

1.Lifting one end of the bent pipe up the Free Floating Cable System until 
it is free from the galvanized track.

2. Removing our unique end piece and sliding the pipe out of the fabric.

3. Replacing the damaged piece with another straight length of pipe. 

Never drill holes or disassemble your entire door & track system again!
     Seneca’s unique end piece slides on each 
cross pipe for easy removal.
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FABRIC DOORS
Specifi cations

Heavy Duty Fabric
The fabric on all of our Seneca Fabric Doors is a 25oz. 
White Opaque PVC Coated Fabric so that it will hold up to 
the sun’s UV rays and virtually any climate. 

Folded horizontal pockets for cross pipes. Pockets are 
welded with a 1” wide weld and stitched to reduce peeling 
effect.

Cross Pipes
Cross Pipes are 10ga 2.375” galvanized steel tubing on 
doors 14’ and larger and 12ga 1.900” galvanized steel 
tubing on doors less than 14’ wide. Every cross pipe is 
fi tted with Seneca’s Pipe End Inserts for easy
replacement, should they be accidentally damaged.

Standard Sizes

Heights:

8’ - 16’ 
in 1’ increments

Widths:

Variable up to 18’

Manual Operation
Our standard fabric doors include a hand 
crank system for reliable manual operation.

Powered Operation
We also offer a manual
powered option to provide 
faster and easier, worry-free 
operation.

Seneca Fabric Door Specs

Call us to inquire about custom sizes.
 
Expect longer turnarounds on custom 
orders.

Galvanized Pocket
All of Seneca’s fabric doors 
feature a heavy-duty 14ga 
sheet metal pocket with a 
reinforced outer edge to 
resist fl exing and bending.

The galvanized pocket is an open channel, free from permanent tracks or 
cables which could cause binding and resistance. Seneca’s Free Floating 
Cable System allows the fabric and cross pipes to move freely within.
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